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The First Week . . . 
I don’t want to wake up; staying asleep is so safe. Once up, thoughts are aimless and I 
wander through the house. I can’t seem to touch down into the real world, even now. 
So little seems important anymore. Will there ever be a purpose again? 
 
I find myself in the dining room, potted plants and flowers everywhere. But the flowers I 
loved so much yesterday look morbid today. The room smells of carnations, that funeral 
smell, and the odor repulses me. There is the crucifix from Ben’s casket and the book in 
which guests at the funeral home have signed their names. Lying on the table are the 
toys that were placed in Ben’s casket, the little dog, teddy bear, and book. 
 
How lost and alone I feel . . . completely empty. 
I need something to touch, something to hold 
on to. Hugging the teddy bear close there is 
some sense of closeness to Ben from those last 
moments, some comfort. Slowly moving, 
aimlessly walking, back and forth, one side of the room to the other. I don’t seem to be 
going anywhere, yet I keep moving, clasping and unclasping my hands. 
 
I the kitchen we are assembled. I should think of making breakfast . . . or is it lunch? I 
know we have food. Friends have brought an endless supply to last for weeks. All I need 
to do is open the refrigerator and take out the first thing I see. Why can’t I do that? My 
mind must move in orderly sequence—walk to the refrigerator; open the door; pick a 
casserole, a salad or two; close the door; put them on the table. But my mind can hold 
only one thought at a time, and then only for a moment. Standing before the 
refrigerator, I’ve forgotten why I’m here and drift aimlessly off till another random 
thought brings me back. I need help even to pick a few things to eat for lunch. I should 
get forks, knives, but the silverware drawer is empty. My control is slipping and despair 
washes over me. We must eat, but there is no silverware, and I don’t know what to do 
about it. Someone washes a pile of dirty forks—is it me? 
 

The Second Week . . . 
A milestone for us, the end of that first week, Will every Saturday hereafter become a 
morbid reminder? Our daughter is involved in a folk dance festival downtown. We have 
no desire to attend, but it is important for her that we do. Walking in without Benjamin,  
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friends are watching us. Embarrassment is one emotion that we had not anticipated as 
part of the grief process. All eyes are upon us. We don’t know how to act, exactly what 
is expected of us. Others, too, are not sure what to say. I hate to silence, but too many 
words can bring unwelcome tears in public. I no longer know myself, the limits of my 
endurance nor my threshold for coping. I’m unpredictable, yet the numbness consumes 
all. So newly bereaved, I’m drifting here and there, mindless of most all that goes on 
around me.  
 
Sitting those two hours gives me a chance to 
slip into that far-away state where my mind 
reruns the story start to finish. Like a movie, I 
see each part replayed again and again. Ben 
still and not breathing . . . Ben limp and cool in 
the dimly lit hospital room . . . Ben lying pink 
and cold on the mortuary table . . . Ben lying in 
his casket dressed in his red sailor suit. Each 
segment presents itself for me to analyze, to 
pick apart, to reconcile in my mind. But the vision of him lying still and dead in his casket 
is with me most consistently. The shock is so profound that I have to relive it a thousand 
times over till I can convince myself that it is real. 
 
Sunday brings church and we will be going for the first time since Benjamin’s funeral. 
None of us knows for sure how we will react. All firsts are very hard. The church is 
crowded and we have trouble finding a place to sit. For years, I’ve frequented the “cry 
room,” but today I am determined not to sit there—even though seats are available—
nor to look very closely at those who are inside. 
 
Church gives too much time for reflection, meditation. I can’t think too much or my 
control will be lost. Prayers seem ridiculous to me, and my concentration is fragmented 
so that I can’t follow the response sin the Missal. The readings, the sermon, all sound 
too neat and tidy, too foolish to be believable. What made sense to me before makes no 
sense now. How can they continue to say those same things with Benjamin dead and 
buried? Don’t they know that all has changed, that nothing is the same? 
 
And with the day nearly done, I already face the thoughts of tomorrow when the 
children will go off to school, and my husband off to work, leaving me totally alone with 
no baby to care for. Not for twelve years have I been totally alone, nor was I prepared to 
be alone for many years to come. The reality of an empty house will be too much for 
me. I know I won’t be able to face it tomorrow—or for a long time. 
 
Waking in the morning, it is apparent that this will be the worst day that I’ve 
experienced since Benjamin’s death. I feel out of control, totally unable to cope. There is 
panic in the air. I have to get out of the house, cannot remain here for a moment after  
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the children are gone. But what do I do—where will I go? The February roads are still 
slick and icy. It would be foolish to try to drive too far. I’m scheduled to work in the 
school library one hour this morning. That leaves only five more lonely hours to fill till 
school is out. Mass begins at 8:30, and I see it as an opportunity to fill another 45 
minutes.” 
 
My son’s class attends Mass this morning and 
as I walk in, Father Bob is walking between the 
pews, speaking to the children on their own 
level. He’s speaking of miracles; telling a story 
of a child who was born with multiple defects. 
At the time of birth, the child is x-rayed and 
found to be seriously ill, then sent to another 
hospital for critically ill children. But the 
mother, because of her unfailing faith, prayed to the Lord on behalf of her child; and lo 
and behold, a call comes from the second hospital asking why they’d sent the baby. 
Their own x-rays show nothing physically wrong with the child! 
 
I glance at my son sitting several rows in front of me and wonder how Father Bob can 
stand before my child with a story like that. It’s a wonderful story, the kind I’ve always 
loved and believed in. Easy answers, lovely fantasies for those who’ve never been 
forced to doubt. I view all of it with contempt. 
 
Long after the church is empty, I sit alone in my usual trance retracing it all, screaming 
silently to God to give me some answers. Father Bob sees me sitting alone crying and 
stops for a moment on his way to the rectory. “Why,” I ask him, “Do you know why?” He 
shakes his head, “No.” One simple question, and a man of God does not know the 
answer. There is no help; for my affliction, my despair. There are no answers to this 
world for me. I’m all alone fighting to find my way. 
 
In the school library after church, my first thoughts are of Ben, of our last trip to this 
library together two weeks ago. The other librarians know, but no one speaks of Ben, his 
death. There is no concentration and I realize it even in simple tasks like matching cards 
to book pockets, which I eventually give up in frustration. That hour is a long and 
difficult one; and when it’s passed, I’m grateful to be released from a prison where my 
grief, my loss is ignored. I just can’t handle the stress of pretending I’m normal for more 
than an hour or so. 
 
Heading for the shopping mall, I knew that there I can kill the rest of the afternoon. 
There is a purpose in my life now. It is to re-decorate our bedroom, and as quickly as 
possible. The family is in total agreement. Benjamin died in that bedroom and 
something must be done with it. I want to change it dramatically, to make it so different  
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that we won’t remember the horror, won’t see death in every corner. I need to begin 
anew . . . throw out the old and start again top to bottom. 
 
The stop at the wallpaper store is unfruitful. I expect to be able to think clearly, to make 
a wise choice from the hundreds os samples. But again I’ve forgotten that my mind is 
crippled. I cannot concentrate on the sample books, remember possible choices, or trust 
my judgment. After an hour of searching, I must go—too nervous to remain sitting in 
one place. 
 
I walk the shopping mall, numb in body and 
mind, moving so slowly it’s no wonder that 
people seem to stre. Store after store, not 
remembering from one store to the next what 
I’m looking for or why I might have stopped 
here. Checking my watch constantly, there is 
no awareness of the passage of time. Five 
minutes or two hours, I cannot tell, for there is 
no inner sense to keep me in tine with life’s 
natural rhythms. After picking up the children, 
I can go home and collapse in bed till my 
husband comes home for the evening. The exhaustion of grief is more than I think I can 
survive, and I’m physically ill from it. 
 
The next morning brings with it the same panic; panic that will be with me each day till I 
learn to be home alone. I’m frantic to collect myself and be ready to leave for the day as 
soon as the children leave, because I won’t return to this empty house, not for anything. 
Another snowy, difficult day faces me, and I dread another long, exhausting trek to the 
shopping mall. The weather keeps friends at home, friends who would come to me if 
they could, so I must find my way alone. The sun is shining today and it helps, but the 
fog is always with me, weighing me down, keeping my mind muddled. Moving 
constantly from store to store, I must keep moving, but slowly, very slowly. 
 
I’m being met too often by those who interrupt me from my safe trance . . . those doing 
market research interviews . . . will I help them? No, no! Ladies giving away coupons for 
free family portraits . . . leave me alone, you don’t understand. I will walk far out of my 
way to avoid such people. I can’t converse with them, don’t want to talk with anyone, 
don’t want to say why I won’t be interviewed, or why a family portrait is the last thing I 
want. 
 
I’m buying things today, a few things that please me. Clothes that appeal to me, things I 
wouldn’t have bought two weeks ago. Once the purchase is made, it’s forgotten; and by 
the time I enter the next store, I won’t remember what I’ve bought a few moments 
before. Going home this day, there is the same intolerable exhaustion and blisters on 
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both of my feet. Loneliness and desolation surround me. I don’t know when I’ve ever 
felt so totally alone or so in need.  
 
God has always been my rock. Only now do I realize how many times a day I reached out 
to Him with all problems great and small. And I find myself doing it now, a creature of 
habit. But each time I wonder at my stupidity, at how I can expect God to help me, with 
petty problems when He wouldn’t even save my baby’s life. I’m lost and alone with no 
God that I feel I can call on, and I miss Him terribly. 
 

The Third Week . . . 
Each day I drive the children to school, then head 
out to visit friends or meet osmeone at home. 
Always when the car is headed toward the empty 
house, the tears flow and I cry for the baby who 
won’t be there with me. Driving is a crying time. 
 
There are lots of friends, someone each day to talk with, to cry with, to keep me 
distracted formt he pain. I need people, schedule them carefully into each moment 
when the house is empty. I won’t be home alone after driving the children to school, 
won’t re-enter the house alone. 
 
Then comes the day when I arrive home alone. My friend is late and I don’t know if I can 
go in without her. There has to be a first; I will force myself to make it today. Strange 
how the house mirrors the feelings of those inside. And today the house cries with me, 
each empty room, one after another. I know he’s not here, but I look in every corner to 
convince myself I’m really alone. I walk through the house crying before his pictures, 
talking to him, believing, actually believing I will see him come running into the room. 
After ten tearful minutes a quiet calm settles over me. So he’s dead, I know he is. I saw 
his body without life, and I’m aware of the autopsy and all that implies. He is dead, but it 
doesn’t matter because I believe in miracles, and I can get him back. I know he’s coming 
back. So I can smile through the tears becaue he’s not lost forever. He can’t be. 
 
My mind works on memorializing Ben. I want to dedicate myself to his memory, to fill 
the house with his pictures, each room. I plan to have his image blown up lifesize or 
beyond and all that he touched set aside for posterity. Others must realize that he lived. 
I’ll devote my life to mourning him as a tribute of love. 
 
I’m not inclined to move or change anything that belonged to Ben. Only his little brown 
coat is removed from the entry closet to wash and lay away. A dozen times a day, I’d 
come upon it unexpectedly, a pain I couldn’t handle. But I don’t launder it when I realize 
that it smells like him. For several weeks I will save the coat, carefully tucked  
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away, picking it up each day to savor the smell and remember the baby who belonged 
to it. But the day would come when the smell of him had dissipated and that 
remembrance would be lost forever. 
 
This night I’m engrossed in a favorite TV show. For one short hour the reality of life is 
put away from me and I relax just a bit. Releasing the grief makes me vulnerable to 
taking it up again. And when the hour is finished it’s upon me before I know it. I’ve let 
my guard down and am unprepared. The TV blares. The familiar words overatake my 
entire being. “Parents, it’s late. Do you know where your children are?” 
 
Mental pictures flash through my mind. I see my 
three other children tucked safely in their beds, and 
Ben lying cold and alone in his grave. Oh no,I can’t 
stand it. Memories begin to flood over and I see 
every detail of a visit just a month before to a 
doctor in Chicago. I see Benjamin’s sweet angel 
face, feel him, experience the realness of him. I 
want to stop the images, block it all out, but it’s no use. It’s upon me and I must see it, 
feel it. In bed the agony overtakes me and I can’t stop the crying. A couple of hours pass, 
sobbing, sobbing, till I’m exhausted from it and can drift away into sleep. I will fight the 
memories, avoid them as long as I can. I’m too afraid of the pain. 
 

The Fourth Week . . . 
Choices . . . my mind cannot handle choices or decisions. Bonbarment by more than one 
simple thought makes me too nervous to cope. My intellect is already on overlaod 
assimilating death and grief. Planning a meal is a total impossibility. Guests for dinner 
one evening . . . my friends know that I’m in trouble and offer to bring the food, but I 
decline the offer. “Just tell me what to serve and what to buy from the grocery.” She 
plans the menu, helps me make the grocery list and do the marketing. Incredible the 
number of decisions and amount of mental coordination it takes to serve the simplest 
meal. Spaghetti cooking, people interacting distractions, pressures. I can’t handle this 
stress. Someone else must decide how long the spaghetti will cook. I don’t’ know why, 
but I just can’t do it. 
 
More difficult even than cooking is grocery shopping. Only quick trips for one item or 
two are managed well. Early in grief, I ventured out for weekly shopping with three 
children in tow. Ten minutes later I had to make a quick exit. Literally thousands of 
choices await me inside the grocery store. I don’t know what we need, or what we have 
at home. Children’s chatter . . . “Buy this . . . Look at that, Mom.” I experience a 
nightmare of sensory overload and panic, thinking insanity is going to become a way of 
life. What good is a mother who cannot shop for food without collapsing into a mental 
and emotional heap? The multitude of dishes that we received that first week are all but 
gone and I still cannot cook or shop. Friends are aware of my plight and miraculously 
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more food appears in our home . . . breads, casseroles, groceries . . . blessings I may 
never be able to repay. 
 
And there was the day when I gave the grocery clerk money and she handed me back 
the wrong change. I saw that she owed me a few cents more, but I did not have the 
emotional energy to confront her. All my energy had been exhausted chosing my few 
purchases and waiting in line. So I left feeling weak and ridiculously inadequate. 
 
The high point of my day is when the mail arrives. Sympathy cards and letters arrive, 
dozens upon dozens, and I devour them all—each one special and each on important to 
me. People care and I need so much to have them care. But it’s interesting how diverse 
the messages and attitudes surrounding our tragedy. Incredible how many feel that they 
have all the answers. Yet the answers are all different. I marvel at the irony. I, too, used 
to have all the answers . . . before Benjamin died. 
 
There is that special bond now, an invisible forever tie with others who have lost 
children and from these people, many whom we barely know, the heartfelt messages 
come. These messages are from those who know. They send love, comfort, and also 
hope—but only in its own good time. These people have no answers for they know 
there are none. We’ve joined a unique, extremely elite group, one whose dues demand 
the highest price life can ask. We’ve paid those dues and now we, too, belong. 
 
The dreams are with me, merely dreams, not nightmares. Dreams of Ben each and every 
night. All are different, but all are the same. Ben here one minute, now gone. Ben here, 
then kidnapped. Ben here, then somehow lost. Ben close enough to touch, but someone 
always our of my reach. Haunting dreams. Shock still—Ben was alive, now he’s dead. 
Still unbelievable, my mind seeking resoltuion. The thoughts, the feelings bouncing 
around in my head in no definable pattern. I begin to write to set some order to the 
confusion. Instantly the dreams stop, my need for expression satisfied. The writing has 
become an obsession, a focus in my life, a vehicle for my grief work. 
 

This article is excerpted from the book GOD WILL TEACH ME TO FLY 
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